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[2010-06-20 08::15:41] CLO: Hello all

[2010-06-20 08::49:37] Robin_Gross: is there supposed to be audio? I don't hear anything.


[2010-06-20 09::06:30] CLO: Thank you all for your VERY productive discussion points please keep up the flow of information to the ATRT THANKS

[2010-06-20 09::24:45] wseltzer: note: chat.icann.org is hosting an IRC option

[2010-06-20 09::42:13] wseltzer: when do we get to fusion?

[2010-06-20 09::53:29] Roman_Pelikh_2: test

[2010-06-20 09::55:00] roman irc: test

[2010-06-20 09::57:35] wseltzer: tests received

[2010-06-20 09::57:48] roman irc: thank you

[2010-06-20 10::56:48] Charles: are we seeing the same slide?

[2010-06-20 10::57:18] wseltzer: We in the room see one saying "Questions"

[2010-06-20 10::58:18] Marika_Konings: You should see the same slides as those in the rooms - I have been moving them forward simultaneously

[2010-06-20 10::58:46] Charles: thanks, I asked because I still see Questions although I heard him saying next slide

[2010-06-20 10::59:43] Marika_Konings: This is the last slide of the presentation

[2010-06-20 11::00:28] Charles: yes expected and he is still going one, so I thought maybe we went faster online

[2010-06-20 11::01:11] Marika_Konings: maybe the audio is delayed? because we have gone through all the slides here
Charles: seems there is another presentation no one can see :-)

Marika_Konings: The slides should get posted shortly so you should be able to see all the slides. Apologies for the inconvenience.

Charles: no problem we are hearing good, thank you

wseltzer: "the one mechanism that works so far" is hardly UDRP

wseltzer: vember 10th, 2008

New GTLD Discussion:

wseltzer: New gTLD discussion about to begin.

wseltzer: hi Rob

wseltzer: irt,sti,vi-wg,zfa,hstld, sounds like the start of a catchy song!

wseltzer: where is everyone?

marcelo_fernandes: please mics are open. is impossible to listen with so many noises

tlr: btw, if there are slides, they aren't on adobe connect

Marika_Konings: Yes, you should see them on Adobe Connect

marcelo_fernandes: for me slides are ok. but there are lot of guys speaking loud.

tlr: re-checks; seem to be fixed now

Marika_Konings: Only Kurt is speaking at the moment and the room is quiet

marcelo_fernandes: someone can ask silent in the room?

marcelo_fernandes: all mics look closed

Marika_Konings: is everyone on the audiocast having difficulty hearing?

marcelo_fernandes: ok, so there is a ghost

Tim_Cole: marecelo... i am researching, what sorts of voices are you hearing?
marcelo_fernandes: 2 or 3 guys chatting
Tim_Cole: which audio source are you listening to?
marcelo_fernandes: now stop
marcelo_fernandes: was someone chatting
marcelo_fernandes: b